
HEAVY, HORRIBLE PERIODS 
HAVE A NAME: AUB

You don’t need to wait until 
menopause to get relief 
from heavy bleeding and 

painful PMS.



AUB Is Not Just A  
Typical Period

“I miss work once or twice a month 
during my period.”

“I’m unable to do the things I love.”

“I can’t even sit through a movie without 
bleeding through my clothes!” 

Sound familiar? These are signs that you 
may have AUB, a condition that can leave you 
exhausted, anemic and miserable. Whether 
you’ve always had heavy bleeding, or your 
period has slowly gotten worse over time, 
it’s important to know that periods aren’t 
supposed to be a significant burden every 
month.

With advancements in gynecologic treatments 
that are minimally invasive, you don’t have 
to wait until menopause to end your horrible, 
heavy periods.



Do You Have AUB?

Do you cancel plans because of your periods? 

Are your vacations ruined by heavy bleeding? 

Do your periods cause you pain, worry  
and anxiety?

If so, you may be paying the price for a 
treatable condition: AUB (abnormal  
uterine bleeding) 

What’s AUB?

	o Periods so heavy that you bleed 
through tampons and pads.

	o Periods that are so bad you can’t go  
to work.

	o Periods that ruin social plans.

	o Periods that negatively affect your 
overall wellness.



Common Treatments For AUB

Minerva: A New Advancement 
In Endometrial Ablation

Minerva is an FDA approved endometrial ablation 
treatment. This new, one-time, hormone and 
implant-free treatment for AUB preserves your 
reproductive organs. Minerva completely stops 
heavy bleeding for 72% of women1 and reduces 
bleeding to normal or less for 93% of women1.

IUDs 

Birth control pills 

Hormone shots  

Hysterectomy

Endometrial Ablation 



Common Treatments For AUB Find A Doctor Who 
Understands AUB

Not all gynecologists offer all treatments 
for AUB. It’s in your best interest to find a 
doctor near you who understands AUB. 

If hormones or invasive surgery are 
not for you, you still have an option. 

Visit endmyperiod.com for more 
information on Minerva for AUB. To find 
a doctor near you, use the physician 
locator tool on the website.
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When periods get out of control, it’s 
time to make a move. And now you 
have an option that doesn’t create a 

whole new set of problems.

Visit endmyperiod.com 
for more information.


